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Key to some selected question in the Chemistry 103 Final Exam review guide.

3) What is the potential for a galvanic cell with the following cell notation?
Mn(s)|Mn2+(1.0 M)||Mn2+(.00001M)|Mn(s) .
Solution: This looks like a concentration cell.  Step back and figure out how the cell is expected to

behave.  The concentrations of Mn2+ are expected to “equalize” as it approaches equilibrium, and
releases energy but it can’t do it by diffusion.   So, it must do it by oxidation of Mn on the right(R)
side and by reduction on the left(L) side.  E°cell = E+ - E- = ( E°Mn2+/Mn) –(.06/2) log{(.00001M)/1M)
=0-(.03)(-5)=+.15V

5) Balance: PbO2 + SO4
2- + Au  PbSO4 + Au3+

Solution: +4                      0        +2           +3
2H++SO4

2- +  PbO2 +2e- --> PbSO4 + 2H2O    x 3
Au ---> Au3++3e- x 2

Add the 2 half reactions (after multiplying by appropriate factor to eliminate the electrons):
6H++3 SO4

2- +  3 PbO2 +2 Au ---> 3 PbSO4 + 6H2O + 2 Au3+

6) In 5) above, identify the reducing agent. Oxidant. Redox couples.
Solution: the reducing agent is that which is oxidized, i.e. Au.  The oxidant (or oxidizing agent) is
PbO2.  The redox couples are: PbO2/PbSO4  and Au/Au3+.

7) If the above were the cell reaction for a galvanic cell, which would the equilibrium constant be?
Solution: From tables: E°Au3+/Au=1.5V  and E°PbO2/PbSO4=1.7V.  E°cell =1.7-1.5 = 0.2 V .  Keq = 10-nE°/.06

= 10-(6)(.2)/.06 = 1 x 10-20

10) What is equilibrium constant for a redox reaction whose standard reaction potential is .0134 V?
What is the maximum work that this reaction can do?
Solution: same approach as in (7) above.  Keq= 10-(n)(.0134)/.06=10-.233n.  If we are given the value of n,
then we can solve the problem fully.  The maximum work = G.  Assuming we are dealing with
standard conditions, we can write:  wmax = G° = - nFE° = -n(96500)(.0134) = 1290 n

12) Write the balanced nuclear equation for alpha emission by polonium, 210
84Po. Write down the net

nuclear equation if  210
84Po decays by , , ,  emission.

Solution: 2  emissions will lower the Z by 2(2)=4 and A by 2(4) = 8.  That leaves us with 202
80X.

Then 2  emissions will increase Z by 2 without affecting A, leaving us with 202
80X periodic table

shows this element to be Pb:  so   210
84Po --> 202

80Pb +  42

13) Which of the following types of decay would be most likely for 12
5B? (stable boron nuclide: 5

10B)? 
a)  decay b) -decay c) positron decay d)  -decay e) -decay

Solution: this boron isotope is above the belt of stability and would most likely undergo beta emission
to become carbon-12:  12

5B --> 12
6C + 0

-1

14) Determine the energy released by the absorption of a neutron by a hydrogen nucleus, 1
1H:

  1
1H (1.007825 amu) +  o

1n (1.008665 amu) ---> 1
2H (2.01410 amu)

Solution: E = mc2 ;  m = {(2.01410 g/mol)-(1.007825)-(1.008665)}(1mol/6.02x1023)(10-3kg/g)
=3.97x10-30kg.  So E =(3.97x10-30kg)(3.0x108m/s)2 = 3.57x10-13 J.

       15) If the half life of a radioactive element is 30 days, then what will the radioactivity of a .5
millicurie (mCi) sample be after 100 days?

Solution: A = Ao(1/2)t/t1/2 = (.5 mCi)(1/2)100/30 = .05 mCi
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     (16) A fossil is found to contain 60% of the initial amount of carbon-14 isotope that it did when it was
living tissue.  Could it date back to the time of the arrival of Columbus in America?  (half life of C-14 is
5730years).  If we use carbon dating for a fossil 60 million years old, what % C-14 would be remaining?
Solution: ln(N/No) = -kt  = - (.693/t1/2)t => ln(.60) = - (.693)t/5730 =>t = -(ln.60)(5730)/(.693)=4200 yrs
According to historical records, Columbus arrived about 500 years ago, so that’s a bit more recent than
4200 years.  Now, if we have a 60 million year old fossil (like a dinosaur fossil for example),
ln(N/No) = - (.693)t/5730 = - (.693)(60x106)/5730 =-7300,  or, N/No = 10-7300 !  That is definitely small!
So small as to make carbon dating ineffective for dinosaur bones!


